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Now, having indicated the procedures laid down, I
should like to show how they were applied to the case of the
i5 Harvard trainers approved for export last July .

In the spring of 1955 a supplier of these aircraft
received enquiries from qualified representatives of the
Egyptian Government concerning 15 Harvard trainers . There
were also received at the same time somewhat less formal
enquiries about F-86 jet fighters . There was no prob7em
regarding the jets . The reception by the Government to the
idea was negative and the matter was dropped even though
that order, and others for jets about which we have been
approached from other quarters, would have been very attractive
commercially and would have assisted in maintaining work and
employment in our aircraft industry .

As for the Harvards, the matter was brought to the
attention of the Department of Trade and Commerce by the
company and referred by that department to the Department of
National Defence and the Department of External Affairs for an
opinion . The Department of National Defence studied the
matter from the point of view of possible domestic requirements
and of the military Implications of supplying these aircraf t
to the particular goverrument in question .

Information was also exchanged with certain friendly
governments about the request . No objections were raised to
the transaction from these or any other quarters . Afte r
all these steps had been taken, and as the matter in my
judgment raised no new policy issue or important International
consideration, and as the planes could not be made into
effective combat aircraft, and as the request fell within the
criteria Ihave iaentioned already, I gave my approval . The
Minister of Trade and Commerce (Mr . Howe) was so informed arid
an export permit was issued in due course, the first wee k
in September .

Before proceeding further I should like to answer
the question addressed by the Leader of the Opposition
(Mr . .Drew) to the Prime Minister (Mr . St . Laurent) in
these terms :

Whether any field artillery weapons are
being or have been dismantled and the parts
sold separately by the tiJar Assets Corporation
under circumstances which would make it possible
for those parts to be so]d outside of Canada .

That was the question . I am informed by the
corporation, on the basis of a check going back to January 1,
7952, that wàere any gun barrels or breech blocks have been
disposed of they have been sold as scrap and in respect of
each sale there is evidence available that they were muti]ated
prior to delivery as scrap . Such scrap also requires an export


